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Abstract. The purpose of this research is to establish a design methodology for 
collaborative systems (artifacts for collaboration), which utilizes one of the 
social analyses called Ethnomethodology. So far, the author proposed 
guidelines, principles, and a model as components of the design methodology 
based on examples of collaborative assembly of an everyday product and 
remote instruction, which uses a movable laser pointer. This paper proposes a 
simple way to adapt previous results: it is the design matrix which can be used 
in the requirement acquisition phase, the design phase and the evaluation phase. 
The matrix supported its usefulness in the collaborative system development. 
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1   Introduction 

As technology has become pervasive in society, some sociologists have begun to turn 
their attention to its influence at hospitals, air-traffic control towers, subway control 
rooms, and industries. This kind of social analysis (Ethnomethodology [1]) tries to 
understand how the evident characteristics of collaboration, easily grasped strategies 
and patterns of actions, are organized, by a detailed analysis of the links between 
these actions. It considers for instance the multiple roles of computers, instruments, 
paper, etc., situation dependent routines between individuals and groups, procedures, 
and accommodations that facilitate the organization of collaboration and their linkage. 

However it was too profound for those in the scientific engineering field since the 
nature of the social analysis was highly specialized. It used particular terminologies, 
tried to analyze extremely narrow examples, and neglected its evaluation. It mainly 
discussed in detail the piled up improvisational behavior chains. Hence, the scientific 
engineers were required to modify the results before applying to the designs by 
translating the terminologies, abstracting the narrow examples, and adding the 
technological evaluations. These efforts were expected to be elaborated and organized 
as a design methodology. 

In the following, section two briefly explains social issues and Ethnomethodology, 
and design guidelines based on Ethnomethodology. Section three describes the Socio-
Technical guidelines (principles) which generalize previous design guidelines. 
Section four proposes the design matrix based on the Socio-Technical guidelines and 
the previous guidelines, followed by some discussions in section five. 
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Fig. 1. Newell’s time scale of human action [2] and Ethnomethodology 

2   Social Issues and Ethnomethodology 

Before talking about Socio-Technical guidelines, social issues are discussed briefly. 
Social (level) issues are such as leadership, power, organization, division of roles, and 
group performance. They have been studied in many research areas: Group 
Dynamics, Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology, Political Science, Education, 
Speech and Communication, and so forth.  

Ethnomethodology is one of such research areas, yet it is very different from 
others. It describes social issues by explicating detailed human behaviors in a very 
short period of time (Fig.1). Other research areas usually ignore such details and 
explain social issues at the social level only in terms of abstract models and notions. 

The main analytic characteristic of Ethnomethodology, namely explicating details, 
is well suited to the design of collaborative systems. It is because collaborative 
behaviors so much rely on interactive organizations of small actions. 

For example, imagine a case where person A asks person B to take an object  
(Fig. 2 left). At first, A says to B "take this" and at the same time points to an object 
(such as a book on the table). Pointing by A connects with utterance "take this" by A. 
When B sees pointing by A to the book, B turns his body to the book and will say 
"ok". These body movement and utterance by B display his understanding of the 
utterance and the gesture by A. Afterwards, A draws away his hand, which was 
pointing at the book. By withdrawing the hand, A displays his understanding of the 
behaviors and understanding by B to all participants, including B [3]. As shown in 
this example, participants maintain and reorganize arrangements of bodies and tools 
interactively to monitor their pointing and other work [4]. 

Although these kind of interactive organizations are easy in the co-existing 
situation like Fig. 2 left, they are often difficult in distributed situations such as 
remote communications (Communicative Asymmetry [5]). 
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Fig. 2. Pointing in case of co-existing situation (left) and pointing using a system based on 
body metaphor (right) 

To solve this design issue, the following set of Ethnomethodology-based design 
guidelines named “Body Metaphor” were proposed and verified so far (Fig. 2 right) 
[6]. With “Body Metaphor” design, instructions by an instructor are easily understood 
by an operator in the remote site without “Communicative Asymmetry”. This 
situation is characterized as “Embodiment is achieved in this situation” in 
Ethnomethodology. 

− Arrangement of bodies and tools requirement: The arrangement of bodies and tools 
should be appropriate for monitoring the other participants' behavior for both 
instructors and operators. 

− Orientation of bodies requirement: Each participant should be able to turn his/her 
body to the other participants and shared artifacts. 

− Gestural expression requirement: The instructor must be able to use freely not only 
verbal expressions, but also body movements and bodily expressions (gestures). 

− Mutual monitoring requirement: Participants should be able to monitor each other's 
body arrangements, orientations, and gestures. 

− Sequential organization requirement: Sequential and interactive organization of the 
arrangement of bodies, tools and gestural expressions must be possible.  

Although “Body Metaphor” guidelines are useful especially in designing a remote 
instruction system, they tend to be restrictively focused on the instruction. 

3   Socio-Technical Guidelines 

To overcome the restrictive focus of “Body Metaphor”, the author reorganized the 
guidelines and proposed more general guidelines (principles), namely Socio-
Technical Guidelines, in the previous paper [7] based on Kirsh’s information 
explicitness theory [8].  

Relations between “Body Metaphor” notions and those of the proposed guidelines 
are illustrated in Fig. 3. Firstly, the figure shows that “Body Metaphor” is so conscious 
about “Locality” of Socio-Technical notions as to have three notions - arrangement, 
orientation, and mutual monitoring. Secondly, compared with action theory of  
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Fig. 3. Generalizations of “Body Metaphor” notions into Socio-Technical notions 

cognitive engineering both “Body Metaphor” notions and Socio-Technical notions 
focus perception activities rather than understanding and action. This difference 
shows how both sets of notions inherit characteristics of Ethnomethodology. Seeing 
activity is not just a “snapshot” action but consisted of many accompanied pre/post 
and ongoing conducts. 

In the Socio-Technical Guidelines, Kirsh’s four concepts were expanded referring 
to key concepts of Ethnomethodology as follows [7].  

− Availability: Required resource such as an artifact is instantly and easily referred 
and accessed.  

− Locality: System organization and locality are necessary in order to establish 
“Availability”. “Locality” must cover parallel actions since almost of all actions 
are normally in parallel motion. This consequently forms multiple localities. 

− Movability: Normally communications will not be efficient for artifacts with 
complicated functions and architectures. In order to improve the communication, it 
is necessary to make physical motions (structured), explain with more words, and 
point with a finger and gesture (expression) [6]. If explanations are easy using such 
motions, then meanings can be modified easily, and the communication 
environment will be greatly improved. 

− Meaning: “Locality” is about the relations between multiple actions and multiple 
localities. “Movability” is modification of meaning. Therefore, artifacts have 
several meanings in collaborative works. The principle of “Meaning” is to integrate 
other principles. The simplest way for integration is to select just one meaning. 

Based on these Socio-Technical Guidelines, four steps explanatory model of 
collaborative use of artifacts (Fig. 4) and detailed guidelines were created [7].  
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Fig. 4. Four steps explanatory model of collaborative use of artifacts based on four principles 

4   Design Matrix: Use of Socio-Technical Guidelines 

In the previous paper [7], use of the Socio-Technical guidelines and the model of  
Fig. 4 were explained according to simplified design phases – requirement acquisi-
tion, design, and evaluation.  

In this paper, an easier way to use them is proposed, by using a design matrix. The 
matrix format is shown in Fig. 5. For usual engineers who are not familiar with 
Ethnomethodology, an approximate way can be better than detailed considerations 
and simulation which were explained in the previous paper. 

In the column of the matrix, the four Socio-Technical notions are listed in 
chronological order accompanied by “Body Metaphor” notions except for “Meaning” 
cell. For “Meaning” cell, action theory notions are accompanied because action theory 
notions are more familiar to usual engineers and are more suited to consider cognitive 
issues.  

In the row, two sides are considered in a remote collaboration setting: the user side 
and the operator side. Some requirements and specifications are for the user side or 
for the operator side only whilst there are common parts as well. As a result, there are 
three columns prepared (user side, operator side, and common of both sides), each of 
which is further divided into the individual factors (IFs) and Task/System/ 
Environment factors (TFs) columns.  

When using this matrix in the requirement acquisition phase, the engineer fills in 
each cell. In the row of IFs and TFs, their characteristics are described. For example, 
“Various users walking-up and standing” is written in the <characteristics> cell of IFs 
column of “User Side” and “Communication with voice and touch-panel screen” is 
written in its adjacent right cell of TFs column.  
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Fig. 5. Format of design matrix based on Socio-Technical guidelines and “Body Metaphor” 
(IFs: Individual Factors, TFs: Task/System/Environment Factors) 

User side  Operator Side

: :

 

Fig. 6. Example of remote collaboration application 

In a <functional requirements> cell, what the user can do and how the user feels 
are written for instance. In a <required specifications> cell, technological 
specifications are written to implement functional requirements of an adjacent left 
cell. For example, as <functional requirements> of “Locality” and the IFs of “User 
Side”, “Able to figure out where to talk to” is written and “Speaker at almost the same 
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height with user’s eyes near the screen” is written in the adjacent right cell of it. All 
cells are written in the same way. 

For the engineers in general, “Locality”, “Movability”, and “Prediction/ 
Projection” of “Meaning” tend to be out of account, so that the use of the matrix 
makes them realize to consider collaborative issues. 

So far, the remote ticketing application and the remote consultation application 
were examined by the matrix and its usefulness was confirmed. In the applications, 
the user can be assisted by a remote operator when necessary (Fig. 6). The matrix is 
also used in both the design and the evaluation phases for better results. 

5   Discussion 

Two points are to be discussed in this section: they are comparisons with related 
researches and variations of the matrix use. 

5.1   Related Researches 

Recently several researchers have been involved in similar works to facilitate the 
usage of social and Ethnomethodological analysis. Such researchers are Martin et al. 
[9], Iqbal et al. [10], and Pinelle et al. [11]. Martin et al. [9] categorized the results 
from current social analysis and proposed guidelines with design notice points 
composed of the categorized cooperative work system. It can be utilized during the 
initial design process without participation of social researchers since it is more or 
less written abstractly. However, their guidelines do not support simulation of 
collaboration which is on the other hand supported by the approach of this paper.  

Iqbal et al. [10] proposed three levels of analysis: plans and procedures (functional 
analysis), awareness of work (structural analysis), and distributed coordination 
(behavioral analysis). For each of three levels, around five guidelines are proposed. 
Although the categories (three levels) and guidelines are different from the proposal 
by Martin et al., similar disadvantages exist. The guidelines are mostly at the social 
level in Fig. 1 such as “Identify how individual work is oriented towards others”. It 
can be difficult for the engineer to execute a guideline. In addition, their guidelines 
are not for design but for analysis. Their guidelines explain analysis steps of 
collaborative systems.  

Proposal by Pinelle et al. [11] is also for analysis purpose, yet user activities can be 
simulated thanks to categories of the mechanics of collaboration. 

Other than Ethnomethodology-oriented approaches, Situation Awareness approach 
by Endsley et al. [12] has more common points with the approach of this paper. Their 
approach has a systematic design and evaluation methodology, and deliberately 
separate perception, understanding, and prediction. Comparisons between their 
approach and the approach of this paper are future issues. 

5.2   Variation of the Matrix Use 

As a simple way to adapt the Socio-Technical guidelines, the proposed use of matrix 
does not cover detailed task analyses such as the goal-subgoal decomposition [12] or 
the scenario-based analyses [13]. However, when designing a large system or 
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complex collaborative systems, such detailed analyses can be useful to differentiate 
many situations and goals which will make functional requirements and required 
specifications complex. With goal-subgoal decomposition, for instance, the matrix 
can apply to each of end (most detailed) subgoals. Similar technique was developed 
by Endsley et al. previously [12]. 

When there are existing long period of cultures and practices, field survey can be 
necessary before using the matrix [14].    

6   Concluding Remarks 

This paper proposed a simple way to adapt previous results, namely the design matrix 
which can be used in the requirement acquisition phase, the design phase and the 
evaluation phase. The initial use of the matrix supported its usefulness in the 
collaborative system development. 

As a total design methodology for collaborative systems, further research is 
necessary in refining the matrix use and refining detailed design and evaluation 
techniques with the Socio-Technical guidelines and related guidelines. 
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